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software developers often develop their own os and create applications (software programs) or content (e.g. photographs, sound, video) for their computers.
for these reasons, a degree in computer software engineering is designed to teach students to design and build powerful applications that help businesses
and individuals accomplish their goals. students gain hands-on experience in creating programs, multimedia, networks and systems. over time, the open-

source movement has spawned a huge host of free software packages. in addition to the gnu software foundation that has its headquarters in many different
nations, significant open-source operating system and software developments have been made that are available for free. many such packages were

developed in response to deficiencies found in ms windows. os manufacturers released free versions of windows, a number of linux distributions are also
available. there are several types of programming you might encounter, such as game programming, application programming, system programming,

device driver development, firmware engineering, etc. game programming might be the most familiar. programmers write software that interacts with a
game console, such as the xbox, playstation, or nintendo wii. application programming, by contrast, is writing software programs to interact with personal
computers, such as ms windows applications. systems programming is software that you write that interacts with the computer itself, such as for writing a
computer's operating system. an important distinction is custom software development as opposed to commercial software development. custom software

development is the process of designing, creating, deploying and maintaining software for a specific set of users, functions or organizations. in contrast,
commercial off-the-shelf software (cots) is designed for a broad set of requirements, allowing it to be packaged and commercially marketed and distributed.
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technically, any individual whose role involves
planning, organizing, coordinating and

supervising others, would be called a project
manager. the term is primarily used for

individuals who manage smaller projects,
especially ones for which budgets are low and

staffing is confined to a small number of
people. the project manager is a central link
between the hardware, software, and people

who use the equipment. they ensure that
everything works properly and as expected
and that users are happy. they set goals,
objectives, or objectives to achieve the

organization’s business goals, and evaluate
the accomplishments against those goals.

project managers might also be programmers,
database administrators, graphic artists, or

product designers. programmers build, revise,
and maintain applications. database

administrators make sure information is
reliable and easy to access. graphic artists
help others to communicate ideas with the
use of graphics. product designers develop

and market user-friendly products. groups of
individuals working in the same location under
the same organizational structure are called

departments. the individuals may be
responsible for one particular aspect of a
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project, such as programming, or for all
aspects. individuals in an organization who

report to department heads are called direct
reports. other individuals report to managers

who report to department heads. the ideal
systems software projects involves making

software that others can use freely or that can
be licensed for a fee. this is called open
source software. in some cases, both

developers and consumers can use the
software without restrictions. free software is
usually open source software provided as a
way to encourage developers to write code.
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